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Outline Of Meeting Protocol & Procedure:

• The Chairperson will call the Meeting to order and ask the Committee/Staff to present
apologies or late correspondence.

• The Chairperson will commence the Order of Business as shown in the Index to the
Agenda.

• At the beginning of each item the Chairperson will ask whether a member(s) of the
public wish to address the Committee.

• If person(s) wish to address the Committee, they are allowed three (3) minutes in which
to do so.  Please direct comments to the issues at hand.

• If there are persons representing both sides of a matter (eg applicant/objector), the
objector speaks first.

• At the conclusion of the allotted three (3) minutes, the speaker resumes his/her seat and
takes no further part in the debate unless specifically called to do so by the Chairperson.

• If there is more than one (1) person wishing to address the Committee from the same
side of the debate, the Chairperson will request that where possible a spokesperson be
nominated to represent the parties.

• The Chairperson has the discretion whether to continue to accept speakers from the
floor.

• After considering any submissions the Committee will debate the matter (if necessary),
and arrive at a resolution.

Note:Matters where there is a substantive change to the recommendation of the Council
Officer are referred to the next appropriate meeting of the Application Assessment
Panel.

Note:Matters can be “called” from this Committee to the Development Control Committee
(DCC) by Councillors subject to the following requirements:

- Calling requires two Councillors
- Calling must be lodged before 3.00pm on the business day preceding the Application

Assessment Panel meeting at which the item is listed.
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WOOLLAHRA MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

Notice of Meeting

18 October 2004

To: General Manager
Director – Technical Services
Director – Planning & Development
Manager – Compliance
Manager – Strategic Planning

CC: The Mayor
All Councillors

Application Assessment Panel Meeting – 26 September 2004

In accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 1993, I request your
attendance at a Meeting of the Council’s Application Assessment Panel to be held in the
Committee Room, 536 New South Head Road, Double Bay, on Tuesday 26 September
2004 at 3.00pm.

Gary  James
General Manager
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Meeting Agenda
Part One of One Part

Item Subject Pages

1
2
3

Apologies
Late Correspondence
Declarations of Interest

Items to be Decided by this Committee using its Delegated Authority

D1 Confirmation of Minutes of Meeting held on 19 October 2004 1

D2 DA526/2004 – Oswald Lane, Darling Point (Land adjoining the rear
of 14 New Beach Road, Darling Point) – Stratum subdivision of part
of Oswald Land to construct approved garage (DA421/2002) –
16/8/2004
*See Recommendation Page 11

2-14
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Item No: D1 Delegated to Committee
Subject: Confirmation of Minutes of Meeting held on 19 October 2004
Author: Les Windle, Manager - Governance
File No: See Application Assessment Panel Minutes
Reason for Report: The Minutes of the Meeting of Tuesday 19 October 2004 were

previously circulated.  In accordance with the guidelines for
Committees’ operations it is now necessary that those Minutes be
formally taken as read and confirmed.

Recommendation:

That the Minutes of the Application Assessment Panel Meeting of 19 October 2004 be taken
as read and confirmed.

Les Windle
Manager - Governance
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DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION ASSESSMENT REPORT

ITEM No. D2

FILE No. DA 526/2004/1

ADDRESS: Oswald Lane DARLING POINT
(Land adjoining the rear of 14 New Beach Road DARLING
POINT)

PROPOSAL: Stratum subdivision of part of Oswald Lane to construct approved
garage (DA 421/2002)

ZONING: Uncoloured land

TYPE OF CONSENT: Local Development

APPLICANT: W R Solomons
OWNER: Woollahra Council
DATE LODGED: 16/08/2004
AUTHOR: Mr R Keys

LOCALITY PLAN

Subject
Site

Objectors

North

Locality Plan
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1. SUMMARY

Reason for report

The development application for Stratum Subdivision attracted two submissions during the
notification period.  In accordance with Council’s delegations, the matter is now referred to
the Application Assessment Panel for determination.

Issues

• Use of public land
• Proximity to potential Heritage Item

Objections

There were two objections received.

Cost of works

The stated cost of the proposal of $1000 has been checked and is considered to be accurate
given that there are no building works proposed.

Recommendation

The application is recommended for approval because it:

1) complies with the relevant planning standards contained in the Woollahra LEP and the
WRDCP 1999;

2) is consistent with the previous development consent (DA 421/2002)
3) will not impact on Oswald Lane; and
4) will not have adverse impacts on the amenity of the surrounding residential properties.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL

Council approved development application no. DA 421/2002 for the construction of a new
single car garage beneath the existing public access stairs at the end of Oswald Lane, on 19
May 2003.  The approved garage is at the rear of 14 New Beach Road and will be directly
accessible from the rear of 14 New Beach Road via a new covered area.  The development
consent included the following conditions:

1. New development

The development must be carried out in accordance with plans numbered S1 (Rev B),
dated 22.08.02, drawn by Taylor Lauder Bersten Pty Ltd, all of which carry a Council
stamp “Approved DA Plans” and the signature of a Council officer, except where
amended by the following conditions.
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2. Lease

The Applicant must enter into a lease with Woollahra Municipal Council for the use of
Council land. All costs involved in preparing the lease are to be borne by the applicant.
[Note:  The lease cannot be executed until the Stratum Subdivision (refer Condition No.
43 and Advising No. 1) has been registered at the Land Titles Office].  An agreement to
lease in a form acceptable to Council must be executed before the commencement of the
works on Council property. The lease is to be completed and signed before the
occupation/ use of the garage.

19. Footpath Infrastructure Works – Construction of a new stairway, landing and adjacent
retaining walls.

a. Works Required

Pedestrian access must be maintained from Oswald Lane to Mona Lane. To
accommodate this requirement, the following infrastructure works must be
carried out on Council property at the Applicants expense:

• Construction of a suspended stairway landing. Levels and falls of the
suspended slab must match existing.

• Construction of the entire stairway, extending from the landing up to Mona
Lane. Levels, falls, treads and risers of the stairway are to match existing.

• Three reinforced blockwork retaining walls are to be constructed as
indicated on the submitted plans by Taylor Lauder Bersten P/L (Ref Job No.
00173 Dwg S1 dated 30th June ’02). The retaining walls are to contain
minor landscaping works and are to be designed as such.

• Minor landscaping work in the new planters and slope adjacent to the new
stairway. This is for the purpose of slope stabilisation and soil erosion
control.

Note : All construction work must be designed to the relevant Australian
Standards and Codes of Practice.

b. Approval

Development Consent does NOT give approval to these works on Council
property.  A separate approval is required under section 138 and 139 of the roads
act 1993 for the works required by this condition. The Construction Certificate
must not be issued until Council’s Manager - Public Infrastructure has issued the
Applicant with a written consent under the Roads Act.

An “Application to carry out works in a Public Road” form must be completed
and lodged, with the Application fee, at Councils Customer Services counter.
Detailed engineering plans and specifications of the works required by this
Condition must accompany the Application form. The plans and documentation
must clearly show the following:

• Engineering drawings (plan, sections and elevation views and
specifications) of the suspended landing, stairway and retaining wall to be
constructed.
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• Construction methodology detailing the proposed methods of construction,
staging of works, pedestrian / traffic management and soil erosion / slope
stabilisation controls implemented.

• The developer is responsible to carry out any service investigations, liaison
with utility authorities and utility deviations necessary to enable the works.
All costs related to service investigations and/or alterations must be borne
by the developer

Four weeks should be allowed for assessment.  Works generally must be in
accordance with the relevant clauses of the current edition of AUS-SPEC.

c. Infrastructure works bond

To ensure that works on Council property required by this Condition are carried
out to Council’s requirements, the developer must lodge a bond to the value of
$60,000 (sixty thousand dollars).   The Bond may be in the form of a bank
guarantee and must be lodged prior to the issue of a Construction Certificate.
The Bond will be not be released until Council has inspected the site and is
satisfied that the works have been carried out to Council’s requirements. Council
may use part or all of the bond to complete the works to its satisfaction if the
works do not meet Council’s requirements.

After Council’s final inspection of these works 10% of the bank guarantee will be
retained for a further twelve (12) month period and used by Council to repair any
defects or temporary works necessary after the final inspection.

25. Covenant for private works on Council property

A positive covenant, pursuant to Section 88E of the Conveyancing Act, must be created
on the title of the subject property, providing for the indemnification of Council from
any claims or actions, and the on-going maintenance of any private structures on
Council property for which consent has been given, such as steps, retaining walls,
access ways.  The wording of the instrument must be in accordance with Council’s
standard format and the instrument must be registered at the Land Titles Office.

43. Stratum Subdivision

A further development application for Stratum subdivision to create a lot for the area of
roadway to be used for the garage shall be lodged and approved prior to the issue of a
Construction Certificate.

44. Location of garage structure

The proposed "reinforced block pilaster", "new suspended slab", and "new reinforced
concrete block (or timber) balustrade wall" shall be relocated so that they are located
entirely on the southern side of the rear boundary of 14 New Beach Road.  This
condition is imposed to ensure that the garage structure is located entirely on Council
land and is independently supported from any private property or structures.  Details
are required to be shown on plans submitted to Council or the Accredited Certifier with
the Construction Certificate application.

This development application proposes the Stratum Subdivision required by Condition No. 43
of development consent no. DA421/2002.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND LOCALITY

The site for the proposed garage is located at the end of Oswald Lane, Darling Point.  There is
currently a set of stairs providing public access between Oswald Lane and Mona Lane.  The
stairs rise above a recently constructed sandstone retaining wall.  The site at 14 New Beach
Road is located on the eastern side of New Beach Road, Darling Point, between New South
Head Road and Mona Lane.  The area is characterised by residential development of a variety
of ages and designs.  The subject site and adjoining New Beach Road properties are occupied
by residential terrace buildings that have been constructed in pairs.  The properties at 10
Oswald Lane and 15 New Beach Road are occupied by freestanding dwellings.  Oswald Lane
provides vehicular access to several garages.

4. PROPERTY HISTORY

The property at 14 New Beach Road, Darling Point, has not been the subject of any recent
applications, except for the current consent (DA 421/2002).  The existing sandstone wall
located in the area of the proposed garage entrance was constructed as part of the works to
construct garages at the rear of 12 and 12A New Beach Road, Darling Point (BA 571/95).

5. REFERRALS

5.1 Council Land

Council’s Property Officer, Mr Anthony Sheedy, provided the following comments:

“Documents provided for referral comment were as follows:

• Statement of Environmental Effects
• A Surveyed Drawing numbered 04043-1 by Brunskill McClenahan & Associates Pty Ltd
• A plan and section Drawing (numbered S1)of the intended garage construction by Taylor

Lauder Bersten

Approval for this DA needs to be subject to the following conditions:

1. Council’s landowners consent
2. Applicant to enter into a lease arrangement with Council in accordance with Roads Act

1993 statute law.
3. I note that S147 of the Roads Act allows for leasing of the land above and below the

public road.  However, S147 ss 2 also states that such lease requires the approval of the
Director of Planning, before the Roads Authority (Council) can grant the Lease.  S147 ss
4 says that the term of a lease, together with any option to renew must not exceed 99
years.”

Land owners consent has been provided by Council for the lodgement of this development
application.  The requirement for the applicant to enter into a lease agreement with Council is
already addressed by Condition No. 2 of the previous development consent no. DA 421/2002.
Similarly, Condition No. 19b of development consent no. DA 421/2002 imposes the need for
approval under the Roads Act to construct the garage.  The required application for this
approval has already been lodged with Council.  The leasing of the subject land relies upon a
suitable allotment of land being created and is the purpose of this development application.
The leasing process, including the required approval of the Director of Planning, would be
undertaken following the approval of this development application.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT UNDER S.79C

The relevant matters for consideration under section 79C of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 are assessed under the following headings:

6. RELEVANT STATE/REGIONAL INSTRUMENTS AND LEGISLATION

6.1 SEPPs

Under clause 7 (1) (a) of State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 – Remediation of Land,
consideration has been given as to whether the land is contaminated. An assessment of the
land was included in the consideration of the previous development consent (DA 421/2002).
The land was considered suitable for the construction of a garage and as no building works
are proposed under this application, no require further consideration under clause 7 (1) (b) and
(c) of SEPP 55.

6.2 REPs

SREP 23 – Sydney and Middle Harbours

Under the provisions of Clause 18 of Sydney Regional Environmental Plan ? ? ? 23, a consent
authority must not consent to the carrying out of development unless it is satisfied that the
proposed development is consistent with the objectives of SREP ? ? ? 23 and it has considered
those matters that are relevant as listed within Clause 18, these matters are considered to be:

(a) the appearance of the development from the waterway and the foreshores;

With respect to the objectives of SREP ? ? ??23, Clause 2(2)(f) indicates the following:

(i) to protect and enhance the landscape and special scenic qualities of the harbours; and
(ii) to ensure that adequate consideration is given to the visual impact of the development;

and
(iii) to preserve the natural foreshores of the Harbours and to ensure development does

not detract from their natural character.

The proposed Stratum Subdivision does not involve any building works or alteration to the
land form.  No concern is raised to the visual impact of the development as viewed from the
Harbour.

(vi) Sydney Harbour and Parramatta River DCP

The Sydney Harbour and Parramatta River DCP supplements the relevant SREP by
establishing guidelines for development and activities with the aim of:

• minimising impacts on ecological communities;
• ensuring that the scenic quality of the area is protected or enhanced;
• providing siting and design principles for new buildings and waterside structures;

and
• identifying locations with potential for foreshore access.

Having regard to the Development Control Plan, it is considered that the proposal is
satisfactory.
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There are no other REP’s that are relevant to the subject application.

6.3 Section 94 contribution

Council’s Section 94 contribution plan is not relevant as the proposed subdivision is not for
the purpose of a dwelling house.

6.4 Other relevant legislation

None relevant.

7. WOOLLAHRA LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 1995

7.1 Aims and objectives of WLEP 1995 and zone (Clause 8(5))

The proposed allotment is to be located under Oswald Lane, which is shown as uncoloured
land on the land use map.  Clause 16(2) states the following:

(2) The development of any land referred to in subclause (1) may be carried out, but only
with the consent of the Council and only if the Council is of the opinion that the
development:

(a) is compatible with the nature of development permissible on neighbouring land
and the development standards applicable to development on neighbouring land,
and

(b) is consistent with the objectives of this plan and the objectives of the zoning
applying to neighbouring land.

The extent of the development on the uncoloured land is for a garage, which may be used in
association with the existing dwelling on the neighbouring land of 14 New Beach Road.  The
garage is also consistent with the other garages fronting Oswald Lane.  The garage
incorporates a single car space and is considered to be compatible with the residential use of
the neighbouring properties.  The proposed Stratum lot facilitates the construction and leasing
of the approved garage.  The proposal accords with the objectives of the Residential 2(b)
zone, as listed above, and the objectives of the LEP.

7.2 Site area requirements

There is no prescribed minimum allotment size as the proposed Stratum lot is not for the
purpose of the construction of a dwelling house.

7.3 Other special clauses/development standards

Clause 19 HFSPA: The proposal is acceptable in terms of Clause 19(2).

Clause 25 Water, wastewater and stormwater: The proposal is acceptable in terms of
Clause 25(1) and (2).

8. DRAFT AMENDMENTS TO STATUTORY CONTROLS

Draft Woollahra Local Environmental Plan 1995 (Amendment No. 39) - Acid Sulphate Soils
applies.
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This Draft LEP was placed on formal exhibition 16 June 2004 until Friday 16 July 2004.  The
site is not identified as having potentially acid sulphate soils ("PASS") and the subdivision
will not alter groundwater levels on surrounding properties.

Draft Woollahra Local Environmental Plan 1995 (Amendment No. 52) applies in that 10
Oswald Lane, and 14 to 20 Mona Road, are identified as a potential Heritage Items.  The
construction of a garage in this location has already been approved (DA 421/2002).  The
proposed Stratum subdivision, while directly associated with the garage, will not physically
alter the area or landform and will not impact on the setting or significance of the potential
items.  The proposal is considered acceptable in terms of Draft Amendment no. 52.

9. DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLANS

9.1 Woollahra Residential Development Control Plan 2003

Desired future precinct character objectives and performance criteria (Part 4)

The proposed subdivision will facilitate the already approved garage and will be beneath the
public stairway linking Oswald Lane and Mona Lane.  The proposal is considered to accord
with the desired future character objectives for Darling Point.

Streetscape performance criteria (Section 5.1)

The Stratum subdivision will not impact on the streetscape of Oswald Lane.

Building size and location performance criteria (Section 5.2)

The proposed subdivision accurately reflects the underground form of the approved garage
and will not result in an increase of building footprint or height.

Views performance criteria (Section 5.5)

There will be no loss of views.

Acoustic and visual privacy performance criteria (Section 5.8)

The proposed subdivision will not impact on the acoustic or visual privacy of the surrounding
residential properties.

Car parking and driveways performance criteria (Section 5.9)

The proposed Stratum lot will enable appropriate access and egress to the approved garage.

Harbour foreshore development performance criteria (Section 5.11)

The subdivision will not alter the appearance of the site of the Darling Point peninsula when
viewed from the Harbour.
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9.2 Woollahra Access DCP

The proposed Stratum subdivision will not impact on the access to the approved garage or
over the public stair access between Oswald Lane and Mona Lane.

10. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

None applicable.

11. THE LIKELY IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSAL

All likely impacts have been considered elsewhere in this report.

12. THE SUITABILITY OF THE SITE

The site is considered suitable for the proposed development.

13. SUBMISSIONS

The proposal was advertised and notified in accordance with Council’s Advertising and
Notifications DCP.  Submissions were received from:

1) Mr N Gruzman of 10 Oswald Lane, Darling Point
2) Kathleen Prendergast of 22 Mona Road, Darling Point

The objections raised the following issues:

• Proposed lease and subdivision is inappropriate so close to 10 Oswald Lane,
Darling Point and the Mona Lane heritage precinct:  Refer to Section 8 - Draft
Amendments to Statutory Controls of this report.

• Proposed garage would deprive 10 Oswald Lane of vehicular access:  The
subdivision relates to an area of land that already has approval to construct a garage
(DA 421/2002).  The subdivision of this portion of land under an existing public
accessway will not impact on any vehicular access to 10 Oswald Lane.

• Approval of garage would increase traffic in Oswald Lane:  The proposed
subdivision will not impact on traffic movements.  The impacts associated with the
construction of a garage in this area were considered satisfactory in relation to
development application no. DA 421/2002.

14. CONCLUSION - THE PUBLIC INTEREST

The proposal is acceptable against the relevant considerations under s79C and would be in the
public interest.

15. RECOMMENDATION: Pursuant to Section 80(1) of the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act, 1979

THAT the Council, as the consent authority, grant development consent to Development
Application No. 526/2004 for Stratum Subdivision of Oswald Lane on land adjoining 14 New
Beach Road Darling Point, subject to the following conditions:
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1. Approved Plans

The development must be carried out in accordance with plan titled Plan of Lease of
Part of Oswald Lane Pursuant to Section 149 of the Roads Act, 1993, stamp dated 3
JUN 2004, drawn by Richard Lawrence McClenahan of Brunskill McClenahan &
Associates Pty Ltd, which carries a Council stamp “Approved DA Plans” and the
signature of a Council officer, except where amended by the following conditions.

2. Requirement for a Subdivision Certificate 

A Subdivision Certificate must be obtained pursuant to the provisions of Section 109
C(1)(d) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 prior to the
commencement of subdivision works.

Mr R Keys Mr G Fotis
TEAM LEADER SENIOR ASSESSMENT OFFICER

ADVISINGS

1. Other approvals

This development consent does not remove the need to obtain any other statutory
consent or approval necessary under any other Act, including:

• an Application for a Subdivision Certificate under Section 109(C)(1)(d) of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 if land (including stratum)
subdivision of the development site is proposed;

2. Relocation of stormwater drainage

Council is not responsible for the cost of relocating Council’s stormwater drainage
pipes through the subject property.

3. Modifications to the consent

Changes to the external configuration of the building, changes to the site layout or any
changes to the proposed operation or use will require the submission and approval of an
application under Section 96 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979
before the issue of a Construction Certificate.

4. Appeal

Council is always prepared to discuss its decisions and, in this regard, please do not
hesitate to contact Mr R Keys.  However, if you wish to pursue your rights of appeal in
the Land & Environment Court you are advised that Council generally seeks resolution
of such appeals through a Section 34 Conference, instead of a full Court hearing.  This
approach is less adversarial, it achieves a quicker decision than would be the case
through a full Court hearing and it can give rise to considerable cost and time savings
for all parties involved.  The use of the Section 34 Conference approach requires the
appellant to agree, in writing, to the Court appointed assessor having the full authority
to completely determine the matter at the conference.
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ANNEXURES

1. Proposed subdivision plan
2. Plans and elevations of approved garage (DA 421/2002)
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